
A multidiagnostic-based en route nonconvective turbulence forecasting algorithm  

has been developed to provide better predictions of clear-air and mountain-wave  

turbulence for use in global strategic flight planning.
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In-flight bumpiness due to unexpected turbulence 
encounters can be the most stressful and inconve-
nient experience for people on board commercial 

aircraft. It can be more hazardous at cruising altitudes 
where flight crew and passengers are likely to be un-
buckled, which may lead to serious inflight injuries 
as well as structural damage and premature aging of 
the airframe and flight/service delays (Sharman and 
Lane 2016). Because of the rapid and continuing in-
crease in air traffic, and perhaps impacts from global 
warming, there is some evidence that the number of 
turbulence encounters has been increasing (Jaeger 
and Sprenger 2007; Wolff and Sharman 2008; Kim 
and Chun 2011) and are expected to continue to rise 
in the future (e.g., Williams and Joshi 2013; Williams 
2017; Storer et al. 2017).

Motivat ion.  The World Area Forecast Centers 
(WAFCs) were established in 1982 by the Internation-
al Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) in conjunction 

with the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). 
Two WAFCs, one in Washington, D.C., and another 
in London, United Kingdom, provide 6-hourly digital 
forecasts of significant en route weather on a global 
basis. These forecasts include information on wind, 
temperature, turbulence, convection, and icing to 
aviation users across the world (Gill 2014).

Automated and gridded weather prediction infor-
mation provided by the WAFCs’ World Area Forecast 
System (WAFS) can be directly used by airlines for 
strategic flight planning including the avoidance of 
aviation weather hazards, particularly for long-haul 
flights (ICAO 2012). Users can access the WAFS data 
via the Secure Aviation Data Information Service 
(SADIS) from WAFC London and/or the WAFS In-
ternet File Service (WIFS) from WAFC Washington. 
The ICAO Global Air Navigation Plan (GANP) is a 
comprehensive planning tool supporting a harmo-
nized global air navigation system. This planning 
approach uses the Aviation System Block Upgrade 
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(ASBU) to match the capabilities of modern aircraft 
toward an improved and interoperable future air 
traffic management (ATM) system that is safe, cost 
effective, and environmentally friendly (Civil Air 
Navigation Services Organization 2014). The ASBU 
comprises 6-yr blocks of technical advances by 2018 
for block 0, 2019–24 for block 1, 2025–30 for block 2, 
and beyond 2030 for block 3. For aviation weather, 
ICAO requested that the WAFS upgrades are in line 
with the ASBU periods. Detailed information on the 
WAFS upgrades is described in Table 1.

For turbulence, the current gridded WAFS fore-
casts use global numerical weather prediction (NWP) 
model output to estimate an uncalibrated turbulence 
potential on a 1.25° × 1.25° global domain based on 
a single empirical turbulence diagnostic, the Ellrod 
index (Ellrod and Knapp 1992), which depends on 
vertical wind shear and total deformation. In ac-
cordance with the ASBU plan in Table 1, the ICAO 
and WMO have requested an upgrade of the current 
WAFS turbulence product to provide a calibrated 
severity atmospheric turbulence metric, namely, en-
ergy dissipation rate (EDR) to the 1/3 power (m2/3 s–1) 
for multiple sources of turbulence, and also produce 
probabilistic forecasts with better spatial and tempo-
ral resolutions (WMO–ICAO 2014).

Background. Atmospheric turbulence relevant to 
cruising aircraft in the upper troposphere–lower 
stratosphere (UTLS) is categorized into three dif-
ferent types based on their locations and generation 
mechanisms: clear-air turbulence (CAT), mountain-
wave turbulence (MWT), and convectively induced 
turbulence (CIT; Fig. 1; e.g., Lester 1994; Wolff and 
Sharman 2008; Kim and Chun 2011; Sharman and 
Lane 2016).

CAT is frequent near upper-level jets/frontal 
systems. Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (KHI) due 
to the strong vertical wind shear above and be-
low the jet core is one of the well-known sources 
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Table 1. Requirements for the WAFS upgrade in support of the ICAO’s ASBU plans (WMO–ICAO 2014).

Blocks Requirements Resolution

Overarching 
requirements

Continue to provide gridded diagnostics for turbulence, 
icing, and convection

3 hourly from T + 6 to T + 36
Every 6 h (0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC)
1.25° × 1.25° grid

ASBU 0 
(~2018)

Provide improved forecast algorithms to replace potentials 
with intensities (viz., EDR for turbulence)
Provide global and regional verification of WAFS products

3 hourly from T + 6 to T + 36
Every 6 h
0.5° × 0.5° grid

ASBU 1 
(2019–24)

Provide calibrated probabilistic forecasts for turbulence, 
icing, and convection
Implement finer grid resolution for WAFS
Implement turbulence type forecasts (e.g., CIT, CAT, and MWT)
Make available WAFS data via the System Wide Information 
Management (SWIM)

3 hourly from T + 6 to T + 36

Every 6 h

0.25° × 0.25° grid

ASBU 2 
(2025–30)

Provide increased en route weather dataset suitable for 
integration into flight planning and decision support system

3 hourly from T + 6 to T + 36
Every 3 h
0.25° × 0.25° grid

ASBU 3 
(2030~)

Provide fully integrated multimember ensemble hazard forecasts
Implement high spatial and temporal resolution models
Provide fully automated gridded and significant weather 
forecast (SIGWX)

1 hourly from T + 6 to T + 72
Every 1 h
0.1° × 0.1° grid
1,000 ft vertical
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for CAT (e.g., Dutton and 
Panofsky 1970) and is re-
lated to small values of the 
gradient Richardson num-
ber (Ri; a nondimensional 
ratio between vertical shear 
and stability). Upper-level 
frontogenesis (e.g., Ellrod 
and Knapp 1992) along 
with tropopause folding 
(e.g., Kim and Chun 2010) 
plays an important role 
in inducing CAT near jet 
streams. Inertia–gravity 
waves (IGWs) generated 
by unbalanced flow locally 
enhance shear and reduce 
stability and can trigger KHI near jet streams (e.g., 
Lane et al. 2004; Koch et al. 2005; Zhang 2004). CAT 
is also associated with strong ageostrophic f low, 
inertial instability, and spontaneous emission of 
IGWs, especially on the anticyclonic shear side and 
in strong curvature regions of midlatitude jet streaks 
(e.g., Knox 1997).

Vertically propagating mountain waves can form 
when near-surface wind passes over mountain re-
gions (Fig. 1). The characteristics of these mountain 
waves such as wave amplitude and wavelength are 
highly dependent upon the topography, low-level 
flow, and atmospheric vertical structure. As the wave 
propagates upward, its amplitude grows because of 
the decrease in air density, which may cause wave 
saturation, breaking, and localized mixing (e.g., 
Doyle et al. 2005; Clark and Peltier 1984). Wave 
propagation and saturation conditions are strongly 
related to background wind and stability profiles. 
For example, wave breaking is frequent above the jet 
stream core and near the tropopause. Also, stationary 
mountain waves can break down near critical levels 
via a nonlinear effect where wave phase speed is equal 
to the background wind projected onto the wave vec-
tor (e.g., Lilly 1978; Lane et al. 2009; Sharman et al. 
2012a,b). In the process of wave breaking, horizontal 
vortex tubes (Clark et al. 2000) and secondary gravity 
waves (Kim and Chun 2010; Lane and Sharman 2006) 
can also contribute to the MWT.

CIT is normally categorized into in-cloud and 
out-of-cloud CIT, depending on the location (Fig. 1). 
Although aircraft use visible cloud boundaries or 
regions of onboard radar echoes to avoid in-cloud 
CIT, out-of-cloud CIT [especially far away from 
convection; i.e., near-cloud turbulence (NCT; Lane 
et al. 2012; Lane 2016)] is still challenging to predict 

using current NWP models. Previous studies have 
shown that NCT is associated with various generation 
mechanisms, such as disturbances due to the convec-
tive overshooting tops, convectively induced gravity 
waves and breaking (e.g., Lane et al. 2012; Lane 2016; 
Kim and Chun 2012), and thermal-shear stability 
within a near-neutral layer of cirrus anvil with radial 
cirrus bands (e.g., Sharman and Lane 2016; Kim et al. 
2014). These mechanisms are challenging to capture 
in current NWP models. However, CIT forecasting 
is beyond the scope of this paper because it is dif-
ficult to forecast the exact timing and location of 
convective clouds at the current global NWP model 
resolution unless it is embedded along a large-scale 
forced frontal system.

En route turbulence forecasting. Atmospheric turbu-
lence in the UTLS directly affecting cruising aircraft 
has horizontal eddy sizes of a few hundred meters to 
a few kilometers. This is much smaller than the grid 
spacing of the current (and near-future version of) 
global NWP models. However, because the energy of 
the large-scale disturbances cascades down to smaller 
scales (e.g., Cho and Lindborg 2001), aircraft-scale 
turbulence can be logically predicted using NWP 
model–based turbulence diagnostics formulated 
based on the aforementioned turbulence generation 
mechanisms (e.g., Gill 2014; Kim et al. 2011, 2015; 
Kim and Chun 2016; Sharman et al. 2006; Sharman 
and Pearson 2017).

For operations in the United States, the Graphical 
Turbulence Guidance (GTG; Sharman and Pearson 
2017) is developed by the National Center for Atmo-
spheric Research (NCAR) and is publicly available 
on the web page of the National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA)/Aviation Weather 

Fig. 1. Aviation turbulence classifications, representing a pictorial summary 
of turbulence phenomena that may occur in each turbulence classification 
[adapted from Lester (1994); Jeppesen Sanderson, Inc.].
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Center (www.aviationweather.gov/turbulence) with 
the following features:

1) multiple pieces of  information for both CAT and 
MWT,

2) calibrated turbulence severity fields in terms of 
EDR that is the ICAO standard for turbulence 
measurement,

3) standalone algorithms that are applicable to any 
global NWP model with proper tunings applied, 
and 

4) capability of providing probabilistic forecasts 
based on calibrated EDR thresholds and treating 
the diagnostics as an ensemble,

Although GTG is not intended to predict turbulence 
associated with convection and thunderstorms (CIT 
or NCT), it may nevertheless give some guidance of 
possible CIT or NCT if the areas of thunderstorms are 
properly forecasted by the underlying NWP model. 
For instance, CIT or NCT can be detectable along 
a surface front driven mainly by large-scale forcing 
mechanisms that are resolved by the current resolu-
tion of the NWP model. For the WAFS block 0 and 
1 upgrades in Table 1, the NOAA/Aviation Weather 
Center (WAFC Washington) has been collaborating 
with the Met Office in the United Kingdom (WAFC 
London) and NCAR to expand the current domestic 
operational GTG algorithm to the global domain.

This article is intended for the global aviation user 
community as well as the broader meteorological com-
munity to enhance awareness of the WAFS in general 
and the turbulence upgrade in particular. The empha-
sis in this paper will be on the global en route turbu-
lence forecasting component of the next-generation 
WAFS using global NWP model outputs. The second 
section describes the detailed procedures of the global 
GTG (G-GTG) for deterministic and probabilistic EDR 
forecasts on a 0.5° × 0.5° domain. In the third section, 
objective evaluations of the G-GTG using global in 
situ EDR measurements will be examined. A summary 
and future plans for the deterministic and probabilistic 
EDR forecasts will be provided in the fourth section.

GLOBAL GRAPHICAL TURBULENCE 
GUIDANCE. In this study, the GTG, version 3 
(Sharman and Pearson 2017), is expanded to the 
global domain by using NOAA’s Global Forecast 
System (GFS; Sela 2010) and the Met Office’s Uni-
fied Model (UM; Walters et al. 2017) on a 0.5° × 0.5° 
domain with three sequential procedures as shown 
in the schematic chart of Fig. 2. It is noted that the 
native grids of underlying GFS (T574; ~24 km) and 
UM (T764; ~17 km) NWP models are at higher reso-
lutions than the 0.5° × 0.5° domain used in this study.

Computing individual CAT and MWT diagnostics. The 
15 CAT diagnostics used in this study are selected 
from the suite of the GTG, version 3, component 
diagnostics that have relatively higher skill scores 
than others when verified against a long period of 
upper-level in situ EDR observation data over the 
conterminous United States (CONUS) as well as 
outside the CONUS (Sharman and Pearson 2017). 
Details of the in situ EDR data will be described 
in the “Objective evaluations” section. For MWT 
forecasts, Sharman and Pearson (2017) described 14 
MWT diagnostics based on combining a 2D surface 
mountain-wave parameter (mws) with conventional 
3D CAT diagnostics. This method is based on the 
theoretical understanding of the generation, propaga-
tion, and saturation of a hydrostatic large-amplitude 
mountain wave. They tested the 14 MWT diagnostics 
over the CONUS and evaluated them against a 1-yr 
period of observed MWT pilot reports (PIREPs). The 
14 MWT diagnostics showed good forecasting skill 
against PIREPs data and were better than the single-
column model-based orographic gravity wave drag 
(OGWD) parameterization scheme (Palmer et al. 
1986). In this study, we used 15 MWT diagnostics 
including these 14 MWT diagnostics (MWT1–14) as 
well as the OGWD method. A list of the 15 CAT and 
15 MWT diagnostics can be found in the appendix.

Figure 3 shows an example snapshot of three CAT 
(Ellrod3, |DIV|/Ri, and RTKE) and three MWT diag-
nostics (MWT3, MWT5, and MWT12) at the 300-hPa 
level, derived from an 18-h forecast based on GFS 

model output valid at 1800 
UTC 6 January 2016. Note 
that the shadings of each 
diagnostic have different 
units and scales. In Fig. 3 
(left), higher potentials of 
CAT are located near the 
North At lant ic Ocean, 
northwestern Africa, East 
Asia, and the southern 

Fig. 2. Schematic chart for the G-GTG that provides either a deterministic 
ensemble mean of energy dissipation rate to the 1/3 power (EDR) or a proba-
bilistic product, computed from the individual component diagnostics for 
CAT and MWT based on global NWP model output.
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Indian Ocean along the midlatitude jet streams. In 
Fig. 3 (right), higher potentials of MWT are over 
southern Greenland, the southwestern Rockies, and 
the Himalayas. The predicted high potential over 
the North Atlantic Ocean and southern Greenland 
are consistent with actual turbulence reports (more 
detail will be provided in Fig. 10).

Remapping to EDR scale. Once the individual di-
agnostics within G-GTG are computed from the 

NWP model output, the next step is to remap them 
to an EDR scale. This is necessary because the 
individual turbulence diagnostics have different 
numerical units and magnitudes that need to be 
normalized to a common scale before combining 
in the final step. Here, we use the EDR scale, since 
EDR is a physically based intensity (severity) met-
ric of atmospheric turbulent eddies in the UTLS 
affecting aircraft. There are also three advantages 
of using EDR:

Fig. 3. Snapshot of three CAT [(top left) Ellrod3, (middle left) |DIV|/Ri, and (bottom left) RTKE] and MWT 
diagnostics [(top right) MWT3, (middle right) MWT5, and (bottom right) MWT12] at the 300-hPa level in 
the G-GTG for the WAFS upgrade, derived from the 18-h forecast of the GFS model outputs on a 0.5° × 0.5° 
domain valid at 1800 UTC 6 Jan 2016.
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Fig. 4. Example PDFs for three CAT (Ellrod3, |DIV|/Ri, and RTKE) and three 
MWT (MWT3, MWT5, and MWT12) indices, derived from 6-month period 
(Oct 2016–Mar 2017) of the 18-h forecast of the GFS model outputs issued 
at 0000 UTC every day. Relatively higher values of the bins (filled circles) are 
used for the best-fit function (black solid curve) of the lognormal distribu-
tion. Vertical dashed lines show the raw values corresponding to 0.15, 0.22, 
and 0.34 EDR (m2/3 s–1).

1) It is independent of aircraft size or type and can 
be translated to the intensity of the turbulence 
felt by different aircraft using aircraft perfor-
mance data (e.g., Sharman et al. 2014; Sharman 
and Pearson 2017).

2) It is the official ICAO standard for turbulence re-
ports from the commercial aircraft (ICAO 2001).

3) EDR forecasts are more useful for consistent and 
direct comparisons with automated in situ EDR 

observations from aircraft and for verification 
purposes (e.g., Sharman et al. 2006, 2014; Kim 
et al. 2015; Sharman and Pearson 2017).

The conversion methodology suggested by 
Sharman and Pearson (2017) uses the probability 
density functions (PDFs) of the individual turbulence 
diagnostics from the forecast data. Raw turbulence 
potential values are remapped to EDR by assuming 

that the predicted turbu-
lence diagnostics follow 
a lognormal distribution. 
Several previous field cam-
paign experiments have 
shown that the observed 
turbulence in the UTLS 
does follow a lognormal 
distribution (e.g., Cho and 
Lindborg 2001; Nastrom 
and Gage 1985). In this 
study, PDFs for the 15 CAT 
and 15 MWT diagnostics 
are ca lcu lated using a 
6-month (October 2015–
March 2016) period of 18-h 
GFS forecasts issued at 
0000 UTC. Figure 4 shows 
example PDFs obtained for 
three CAT (Ellrod3, |DIV|/
Ri, and RTKE) and three 
MWT (MWT3, MWT5, 
and MWT12) diagnostics.

In Fig. 4, the circles in-
dicate the raw binned diag-
nostic values, and the solid 
curve shows the lognormal 
fit. The vertical dashed lines 
from left to right indicate 
the raw values of the diag-
nostics corresponding to 
0.15, 0.22, and 0.34 EDR 
(m2/3 s–1) values, which are 
considered as light, moder-
ate, and severe intensities of 
turbulence for midsize air-
craft (Sharman et al. 2014). 
Note that a lthough the 
rightmost vertical dashed 
line for 0.34 EDR falls inside 
the histogram, the relative 
frequency of this value is 
very small (less than 0.01%), 
which is consistent with the 
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PDFs for observed in situ EDR data (e.g., Sharman et al. 
2014). For these operationally relevant EDR values, all 
diagnostics shown are fit very well by the assumed 
lognormal distribution. Figure 5 shows an example 
snapshot for the converted EDR scale of the same three 
CAT and MWT diagnostics as in Fig. 3. A comparison 
with Fig. 3 shows consistent features of each diagnostic.

Deterministic EDR forecast. Once the CAT and MWT 
diagnostics are calculated and converted into EDR, 
we combine them using a simple averaging,

 GTG EDRx y z x y z N
i

N

i
, , , , /( ) = ( )









=
∑

1

,

where N is the number of CAT or MWT diagnostics 
(indicated by subscript i). We believe this multidiag-
nostic approach can be termed an ensemble method, 
and therefore, the deterministic G-GTG combination 
is referred to as the “ensemble mean” of the individual 

diagnostics, because as shown in Fig. 4, individual 
CAT and MWT diagnostics are very carefully tuned 
and converted to an EDR scale in line with clima-
tological EDR observations so that the calibrated 
individual CAT and MWT diagnostics are equally 
and randomly distributed well in the model field 
regardless of their performance skills.

In all events, the maximum gridpoint-by-gridpoint 
EDR value of the CAT and MWT ensemble mean 
products provides the final deterministic EDR forecast. 
Figure 6 shows an example snapshot for the G-GTG 
EDR forecast based on the GFS model output. In the 
CAT forecast (upper panel in Fig. 6), higher EDR values 
occur along the midlatitude jet stream over the North 
Atlantic Ocean and northwestern Pacific Ocean in 
the Northern Hemisphere and the southern Indian 
Ocean in the Southern Hemisphere. It also has a higher 
EDR forecast near northwestern Africa, which seems 
to be related to the convergence of the polar jet and 

Fig. 5. As in Fig. 3, but for three CAT and MWT diagnostics remapped to the EDR scale.
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subtropical jet. In the MWT forecast (middle panel in 
Fig. 6), higher EDR values are over the southern tip of 
Greenland and the Himalayas. Finally, the determin-
istic G-GTG forecast (bottom panel in Fig. 6) is taken 
from the maximum of those EDR values from the 
CAT and MWT forecasts. In particular, higher EDR 
forecasts over the North Atlantic Ocean and southern 
Greenland agree well with observations, which will 
be discussed further in the “Blending of GFS-based 

G-GTG and UM-based G-
GTG” section.

Probabilistic EDR forecast. 
Given that the underlying 
NWP model and the tur-
bulence diagnostics are not 
perfect, the uncertainty in 
the forecasts should be taken 
into account (e.g., Gill and 
Buchanan 2014). To quan-
tify this uncertainty, NWP 
ensemble forecasts using the 
numerically orthogonal per-
turbations for initial condi-
tions are developed (e.g., 
Buizza et al. 1999). However, 
global NWP ensemble fore-
casts, by targeting long-term 
(1–2 week) forecasts, are 
less dispersive in the short-
term (1–2 day) forecasts (e.g., 
Bowler et al. 2008), which is 
the time scale covered by the 
WAFS forecasts. To address 
this lack of spread, we use a 
multidiagnostic approach 
as a first attempt for proba-
bilistic turbulence forecasts 
based on ensembles of the 15 
CAT and 15 MWT diagnos-
tics to develop a percentage 
agreement of exceeding a 
certain EDR threshold un-
der the situation that the 
component CAT and MWT 
diagnostics are equally and 
randomly distributed in 
the model field regardless 
of their dependencies (see 
Fig. 4). In addition, given 
that turbulence in the free 
atmosphere occurs because 
of a combination of different 

generation mechanisms that are very hard to distin-
guish one by one independently from the nonlinear 
solution of the NWP model fields, the multidiagnostic 
ensemble gives better spread and takes into account 
possible uncertainties in the probabilistic turbulence 
forecast, although component diagnostics are not per-
fectly (ideally) independent to each other.

To do this, at each grid point, we simply count 
how many EDR-scaled turbulence diagnostics 

Fig. 6. A snapshot of the deterministic (top) CAT, (middle) MWT, and (bot-
tom) max G-GTG forecasts combined by 15 CAT and 15 MWT individual 
diagnostics with geopotential height (contour with 160-gpm interval) at 
300 hPa, derived from 18-h forecast of the GFS model output on a 0.5° × 0.5° 
horizontal-resolution domain valid at 1800 UTC 6 Jan 2016. Information about 
the detailed conversion method to EDR scale and combining diagnostics is 
in the text.
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exceed the EDR threshold of 
0.22 m2/3 s–1, a value consid-
ered as moderate-or-greater 
(MOG) intensity of turbu-
lence for midsize aircraft 
(Sharman et al. 2014). There 
are two reasons for using 
MOG instead of severe or 
greater (SOG). First, SOG 
turbulence is a very rare 
event, and there is an insuf-
ficient sample size for valida-
tion. Second, as turbulence 
observation, reporting, and 
forecast technologies have 
improved, aircraft are more 
likely to identify and avoid 
SOG areas, which makes it 
even more difficult to get 
samples of SOG events. A 
probabilistic EDR forecast 
is calculated separately for 
the CAT and MWT. Finally, 
the maximum gridpoint-
by-gridpoint probability 
forecast between the CAT 
and MWT is considered as 
the final probabilistic EDR 
forecast.

Figure 7 shows a sample 
snapshot of the probabilis-
tic EDR forecasts for CAT 
(upper), MWT (middle), 
and combined G-GTG 
(bottom) derived from the 
18-h GFS forecast valid at 
1800 UTC 6 January 2016. 
As seen in the determin-
istic G-GTG forecast in 
Fig. 6, the probabilistic 
G-GTG forecasts also have 
higher values across the North Atlantic Ocean, near 
northwestern Africa, and the southern tip of Green-
land. For users, this probabilistic forecast product 
can be translated to a chance of encountering MOG-
level en route turbulence because of the different 
generation mechanisms within a given grid box. For 
the future WAFS planned in Table 1, this method 
will be extended to take into account more reliable 
spreads of members of the NWP ensemble model 
outputs based on initial perturbations, different 
physical packages, stochastic methodologies, and 
multiple ensemble models (e.g., Bowler et al. 2008; 

Kim et al. 2015; Candille 2009; Park et al. 2008; Gill 
and Buchanan 2014).

Blending of GFS-based G-GTG and UM-based G-GTG.
For the operationally harmonized WAFS product 
between WAFC Washington and WAFC London, we 
apply the same GFS-based deterministic EDR-scale 
G-GTG system with the same diagnostic selection 
(appendix) to the Met Office’s global UM on the same 
grid spacing as the GFS model. Figure 8 shows the de-
terministic EDR-scale CAT (left), MWT (center), and 
the maximum of CAT and MWT (right) forecasts from 

Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for probabilistic (top) CAT, (middle) MWT, and (bot-
tom) max G-GTG forecasts.
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the GFS (top) and the UM (middle). The differences 
between the GFS and UM (bottom) are also shown in 
Fig. 8, which shows only localized small discrepancies 
between these two models. In general, the two deter-
ministic and probabilistic (not shown) EDR forecasts 
from the two different underlying NWP models have 
very similar patterns for this case, probably because 
the large-scale upper-level flows in both models have 
similar structures (not shown). Finally, in Fig. 9, EDR 
forecasts from both WAFC Washington (GFS based) 
and WAFC London (UM based) are blended by taking 
the maximum of the two deterministic (upper panel) 
and probabilistic (lower panel) EDR forecasts, which 
will give a consistent and harmonized en route turbu-
lence forecast for the WAFS users all over the world.

Figure 10 shows a case study of the comparison of 
the current WAFS CAT product (left) with the final 
blended deterministic EDR (middle) and probabi-
listic EDR (right) forecasts, zoomed in on the North 
Atlantic flight corridor, which is one of the busiest 
f light corridors in the world. During this period, 
there are numerous MOG-level turbulence reports 
over southern Greenland. As shown in contours of sea 
level pressure (SLP) in Fig. 10, cyclonic flow associated 
with a low pressure system produces easterly winds 
at the surface over southern Greenland, generating 

a vertically propagating large-amplitude mountain 
wave, and a subsequent breakdown at the critical level 
at which there is a reversal of the background with 
height, from easterly to westerly. This is a frequent 
scenario for MWT as identified in climatology and 
case studies of turbulence over Greenland (e.g., Lane 
et al. 2009; Sharman et al. 2012a; Elvidge et al. 2017). 
This case as well as other cases under the similar syn-
optic pattern (not shown) are very well predicted by 
the blended deterministic and probabilistic G-GTG 
forecasts (middle and right panels), whereas the cur-
rent WAFS forecast misses the MWT events over the 
southern tip of Greenland (left panel). In addition, 
the G-GTG forecast also captures some intermittent 
CIT or NCT along the surface front shown as a kink 
in SLP contours across the North Atlantic Ocean.

OBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS. Global in situ EDR 
data. Objective evaluations of both the deterministic 
and probabilistic G-GTG forecasts are conducted using 
in situ EDR data automatically recorded from selected 
aircraft with an onboard EDR estimation algorithm 
(Sharman et al. 2014; Cornman 2016). This provides 
location (latitude, longitude, and altitude), time, and 
intensities (1-min mean and peak EDR values) of 
each turbulence event that is either a regular (15-min 

Fig. 8. A snapshot of the deterministic (left column) CAT, (middle column) MWT, and (right column) max G-
GTG EDR forecasts from the same combination of 15 CAT and 15 MWT individual diagnostics (see appendix) 
at 300 hPa, derived from 18-h forecasts of the (top row) GFS and (middle row) UM, and (bottom row) their 
difference (GFS − UM) on 0.5° × 0.5° domain, both valid at 1800 UTC 6 Jan 2016.
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interval) or triggered event. 
Triggered events have three 
different types: 1) one 1-min 
peak EDR exceeds a 0.18 
EDR value, 2) three of the 
last six 1-min peak EDRs 
exceed 0.12 EDR, and 3) the 
last six 1-min peak EDRs 
exceed 0.06 EDR. More 
detailed information about 
the in situ EDR reporting 
system can be found in 
Sharman et al. (2014). We 
compared G-GTG output 
with archived in situ EDR 
data within a ±1-h time win-
dow around 1800 UTC for 
the 6-month period Octo-
ber 2015–March 2016. This 
period was selected since 
this study is focused on 
evaluating nonconvective 
turbulence forecasts of CAT 
and MWT, which is clima-
tologically more frequent 
in boreal winter periods in 
midlatitudes. We tried to 
avoid seasonal dependency 
by not using summer data 
that could have more CIT. 
Also, we tried to isolate a 
data period that was not 
influenced by upgrades of 
underlying NWP models. 
Figure 11 shows the hori-
zontal distributions of the 
null (upper)- and MOG 
(lower)-level in situ EDR 
data used in this study. While most of the data are from 
the United States, there are also significant amounts 
of data across the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans cor-
responding to transoceanic long-haul flights from/to 
the United States to/from East Asia and Europe. These 
data are currently available for research purposes in 
archives at NCAR but are not publicly available because 
of airline proprietary issues.

Evaluation of deterministic EDR forecasts. For the evalua-
tion of the deterministic EDR forecasts, the probability 
of detection (POD) “yes” for MOG-level turbulence 
events (EDR > 0.22 m1/3 s–1) and “no” for null turbu-
lence events (EDR < 0.01 m1/3 s–1) are calculated by 
constructing the relative operating characteristics 

(ROC) curves as used in several previous studies (e.g., 
Sharman et al. 2006; Ellrod and Knox 2010; Kim et al. 
2011; Gill 2014; Kim et al. 2015; Sharman and Pearson 
2017). Figure 12 shows the resulting ROC curves with 
their area under curve (AUC) skill score (lower right) 
for the final deterministic GFS-based G-GTG EDR 
forecast (blue curve) and the single best CAT diagnos-
tic (Ellrod3). For comparison, the current WAFS CAT 
product is also evaluated using the same in situ EDR 
data. The important message here is that the new G-
GTG EDR forecast provides significant improvement 
over the current WAFS CAT product because of the 
incorporation of the improved diagnostics such as the 
Ellrod3 index, better resolution, and the inclusion of a 
specific MWT component as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. A snapshot of the blended maximum EDR (top) deterministic and 
(bottom) probabilistic forecasts from the GFS-based G-GTG and UM-based 
G-GTG 18-h forecasts valid at 1800 UTC 6 Jan 2016.
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Evaluation for probabilistic EDR forecast. To quantify the 
performance skill of the probabilistic G-GTG forecast, 
we also conducted the POD-based ROC curve using 
the same EDR data, showing the AUC skill score 
is 0.845 (not shown). Similar to the deterministic 

G-GTG (AUC = 0.85 in Fig. 12), the probabilistic G-
GTG also outperforms the current WAFS as well as 
the best single CAT diagnostic (Ellrod3). In addition, 
the probabilistic G-GTG EDR forecast is evaluated 
using the reliability diagram (e.g., Gill and Buchanan 

2014), which calculates the 
agreement of forecast prob-
abilities with the actual 
occurrences in the same 
observed EDR data shown 
in Fig. 11. Figure 13 shows 
the reliability diagram for 
the GFS-based probabilistic 
G-GTG EDR forecasts for 
MOG (EDR > 0.22 m1/3 s–1; 
red line) and light-or-great-
er (LOG; EDR > 0.15 m1/3 s–1; 
blue line)-level turbulence. 
Here, the probability fore-
cast can be translated into 
a chance of encountering 
a turbulent eddy due to the 
different CAT and MWT 
mechanisms in a given 
background condition in 
a gridbox area. The reli-
ability line that is closest to 
the perfect line (diagonal 
solid black line) is con-
sidered a better probabil-
ity forecast. In Fig. 13, as 
the EDR threshold for the 
probabilistic forecast in-
creases from 0.15 (LOG) to 
0.22 (MOG), fewer samples 

Fig. 10. A snapshot of the current (left) WAFS CAT potential, (middle) the blended maximum deterministic 
EDR, and (right) probabilistic EDR with SLP (contour with 8-hPa interval) from the GFS-based G-GTG and 
UM-based G-GTG valid at 1800 UTC 6 Jan 2016, focusing on the North Atlantic flight corridor. In situ PIREPs 
(MOG: red stars; null: blue stars) reported around ±1-h time window around this time is depicted.

Fig. 11. Horizontal distributions of in situ EDR observations for (top) null 
EDR < 0.01 m1/3 s–1 and for (bottom) MOG EDR > 0.22 m1/3 s–1 measured by 
commercial aircraft for six months (Oct 2015–Mar 2016).
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occur that correspond to the higher-probability fore-
casts (>75%), and this drops the reliability lines (red 
line) below the diagonal. In this study, the system is 
more reliable at predicting LOG-level turbulence than 
MOG level, which is likely due to the lack of observa-
tion data. The reliability line for the LOG level is still 
located to the right of the diagonal line, which implies 
that the probabilistic EDR forecasts are overforecast-
ing. This could be because the ensemble of the 15 
CAT and 15 MWT diagnostics from the underly-
ing deterministic GFS model still does not provide 
enough spread in the probabilistic EDR forecasts. It 
is expected that better reliability and performance of 
the probabilistic EDR forecasts will be achieved by 
using more observation data and more spread of the 
NWP model ensembles with different initial pertur-
bations, physical packages, stochastic methods, and 
multimodel solutions.

SUMMARY. For the next-generation version of the 
WAFS turbulence forecasts, we have developed the 
global Graphical Turbulence Guidance (G-GTG) 
applied to the global domain, which is based on the 
current operational GTG over the United States. The 
system captures multiple turbulence sources of CAT 
and MWT, derived from regions of high spatial gra-
dients of meteorological variables based on theoreti-
cal and empirical turbulence generation mechanisms 
from two different underlying NWP models. Using a 
statistical EDR conversion methodology, raw values 
of the individual turbulence diagnostics are converted 
into the EDR to 1/3 power, consistent with the ICAO 
standard for turbulence reporting. A deterministic “en-
semble mean” EDR forecast is provided by combining 
EDR-scaled CAT and MWT component diagnostics. 
We also produced a probabilistic EDR forecast from 
the multidiagnostic ensemble method by counting the 
number of the 15 CAT and 15 MWT diagnostics that 
exceed a certain EDR threshold. Those were shown to 
provide considerably superior statistical performance 
than the current WAFS CAT and also to provide better 
performance than the best single turbulence diagnostic 
when verified against a 6-month period of global in situ 
EDR observation data. Reliability tests of the probabi-
listic EDR forecast against the same in situ EDR data 
showed that the system is more reliable at predicting 
LOG turbulence (i.e., EDR > 0.15 m2/3 s–1) than MOG 
turbulence (i.e., EDR > 0.22 m2/3 s–1) in this study, 
although it suffers from overforecasting. It is likely to 
be related to the lack of observation data and global 
NWP ensemble spread in short-term (18 h) forecast.

T he  g lob a l  GTG s y s t em d e ve lop e d  for 
the WAFS wil l be benef icial for global f l ight 

Fig. 12. Statistical performance as indicated by ROC 
curves for the deterministic G-GTG EDR forecast 
(solid blue curve) and the single best CAT diagnos-
tic (Ellrod3; solid black curve) with the AUC skill 
scores (lower right), derived from 6-month period 
(Oct 2015–Mar 2016) of 18-h GFS forecast data. The 
statistics are based on the POD “yes” for MOG tur-
bulence (EDR > 0.22 m1/3 s–1) and “no” for null turbu-
lence (EDR < 0.01 m1/3 s–1) observation data shown in 
Fig. 11. For direct comparison, current WAFS CAT 
product (dashed black curve) is also evaluated using 
the same data.

Fig. 13. Statistical reliability lines (dashed colored 
lines) for the probabilistic G-GTG EDR forecasts 
for MOG (EDR > 0.22 m1/3 s–1; red line)- and LOG 
(EDR > 0.15 m1/3 s–1; blue line)-level turbulence using 
6-month period of 18-h GFS forecast data and in situ 
EDR observation data shown in Fig. 11. The perfect 
reliability line (black solid diagonal line) is also de-
picted in the plot.
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planning by international aviation users. The WAFC 
Washington (NOAA/Aviation Weather Center) and 
WAFC London (Met Office) will continue to develop 
and implement upgrades to meet the requirements set 
forth in the ICAO’s Aviation System Block Upgrade 
(ASBU) (Table 1). To achieve those goals, there are 
still several challenges to be resolved in the future, 
as follows:

1) Better understanding of the turbulence downscal-
ing process from resolved large scales to smaller 
scales is necessary. New diagnostics or better 
subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence parameterizations 
appropriate for stably stratified shear flow in the 
UTLS could be developed using observation cam-
paigns and multinested high-resolution numerical 
simulations (e.g., Sharman and Lane 2016).

2) As turbulence forecasting depends highly upon 
underlying NWP model configurations, such 
as initial and boundary conditions, data as-
similation, and physical parameterizations, the 
downstream impact to turbulence forecasts from 
changes to the underlying NWP must be identi-
fied and the G-GTG configuration modified for 
the best performance (e.g., Park et al. 2016).

3) Obtaining more observational data, especially in 
poorly observed regions like the Southern Hemi-
sphere, is necessary. Data-quality-controlled au-
tomated onboard in situ turbulence data covering 
more areas of the world are important not only for 
increased situational awareness but also for more 
reliable evaluation opportunities for the NWP 
model–based EDR forecast products.

4) The probabilistic EDR forecasts described in this 
study suffer from overforecasting turbulence (Fig. 
13), mainly due to a lack of observation data and 
realistic ensemble spread. Therefore, it will be 
necessary to use a combination of multiple ensem-
ble systems that feature a variety of perturbations 
[initial perturbations, various physical packages 
and parameters (stochastic method), and multi-
dynamic cores] in order to achieve a more reliable 
spread. And it will be also be required to develop 
appropriate training tools and materials to give 
better insights to understanding probabilistic 
forecast information to users.
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APPENDIX: DETAILED INFORMATION 
FOR INDIVIDUAL TURBULENCE DIAG-
NOSTICS. Here, we list the 15 CAT and 15 MWT 
diagnostics used in the G-GTG evaluations. See Shar-
man and Pearson (2017) and the cited references for 
more complete descriptions.

15 CAT diagnostics.
1) Ellrod3 (s–2): (vertical wind shear × total deforma-

tion) + divergence tendency (Ellrod and Knox 
2010)

2) Fth/Ri (m2 s–3): normalized 2D frontogenesis func-
tion on isentropic surfaces divided by the gradient 
Richardson number (Sharman and Pearson 2017)

3) NGM1 (m s–2): wind speed × total deformation 
(Reap 1996)

4) DEFSQ (s–2): the square of total deformation 
(Sharman et al. 2006)

5) |DIV|/Ri (s–1): absolute value of horizontal diver-
gence divided by the gradient Richardson number 
(Sharman and Pearson 2017)

6) IAWIND (m s–2): inertial advective wind (McCann 
2011)

7) UBF/Ri (s–2): unbalanced flow divided by the gradi-
ent Richardson number (Koch and Caracena 2002)

8) EDRAVG (m4/3 s–2): e2/3 estimated from the average 
of longitudinal and transverse second-order struc-
ture functions for horizontal wind components 
(Frehlich and Sharman 2004a)

9) EDRLL (m4/3 s–2): e2/3 estimated from the second-
order longitudinal structure function for zonal 
wind component (Frehlich and Sharman 2004a)

10) |TEMPG|/Ri (K m–1): absolute value of horizontal 
temperature gradient divided by the gradient 
Richardson number (Sharman and Pearson 2017)

11) NCSU2/Ri (s–3): |vertical vorticity gradient × gradi-
ent of Montgomery streamfunction| divided by the 
gradient Richardson number (Kaplan et al. 2004)

12) EDRLUN (m2/3 s–1): e1/3 estimated from simplified 
DRi/Dt (Gill and Buchanan 2014)

13) WSQ/Ri (m2 s–2): the square of vertical velocity 
divided by the gradient Richardson number (Shar-
man and Pearson 2017)

14) SIGWAVG/Ri (m2 s–2): variance of vertical velocity 
estimated from average of longitudinal and lati-
tudinal second-order structure function divided 
by the gradient Richardson number (Frehlich and 
Sharman 2004b)

15) RTKE (m2 s–2): resolved turbulent kinetic energy 
(Stull 1998)
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Note that some of these CAT diagnostics are nor-
malized by the local gradient Richardson number 
(Ri), which has been found to provide better statistical 
performance against the observation data (e.g., Kim 
et al. 2015; Sharman and Pearson 2017).

15 MWT diagnostics. The mws = gridpoint height (m) 
× horizontal gradient of the height (m km–1). This 
is to isolate geographic regions of likely MWT and 
to represent topographic forcing [see Sharman and 
Pearson (2017) for details].

1) MWT1 (m3 s–3): mws × WSQ/Ri
2) MWT2 (K2 m1/3 s–1): mws × CTSQ (temperature 

structure constant estimated from zonal and 
meridional structure functions of T; Frehlich and 
Sharman 2010)

3) MWT3 (m2 s–2): mws × F3D (3D frontogenesis 
function on constant z surfaces; Sharman and 
Pearson 2017)

4) MWT4 (m2 s–2): mws × horizontal wind speed
5) MWT5 (m s–2): mws × |DIV|
6) MWT6 (m s–2): mws × NGM1
7) MWT7 (m3 s–3): mws × SIGWAVG
8) MWT8 (m2 s–1): mws × LHFK/Ri (Lighthill–Ford 

radiation term divided by local Richardson num-
ber; Knox et al. 2008)

9) MWT9 (m3 s–2): mws × IAWIND
10) MWT10 (m7/3 s–3): mws × EDRAVG
11) MWT11 (m5/3 s–2): mws × SCHGW (e1/3 derived 

from variance of vertical velocity; Schumann 2012)
12) MWT12 (K s–1): mws × |TEMPG|
13) MWT13 (m s–2): mws × DEFSQ
14) MWT14 (m7/3 s–3): mws × EDRLL
15) TKE_GWB (N m–2): the single-column model-

based orographic gravity wave drag (Palmer et al. 
1986)
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